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SOMETHING FOR THE DX FAN

From Germany comes word of a novel arrangement which permits tuning-in of distant
stations from directly under the antenna of a local broadcaster.  To the writer -- ever thrilled
at the report of new distance records -- the rumor was of sufficient importance to invite his
investigation.

This device is not a new version of the wavetrap of other days -- that is, not an
acceptor or rejector circuit in the normal sense -- nor is it an additional stage of R.F.
amplification, although it does include a tube in its circuit arrangement.  It is not
recommended for use where interference of a type curable by other means is involved; but
only for those who are really interested in obtaining distant reception, from points adjacent
to local broadcasters.

During the course of the Seventh German Radio Exposition last summer the German
Broadcasting Company offered a cash prize for a device which could be used with an
ordinary receiver to receive distant programs without interference from local transmitters.
This same prize had been offered for several years past; but the contenders had never
presented anything to warrant the award.  This year comes a German amateur, Theodor
Eckert, with a device of such excellence that not only did it receive the promised financial
prize, but it was awarded the silver medal of the Heinrich Hertz Institute -- which has not
had a recipient in the past three years.  Without the device a German receiver of normal
characteristics could not receive signals even fifty to 100 meters in wavelength away from
the Berlin transmitter, the antenna of which could be seen from the testing point.

Upon connecting the Eckert device between the antenna and the receiver, it was found
that the interference disappeared entirely; and a distant station but 9 kilocycles from the
frequency of the Berlin transmitter could be tuned in without difficulty.

The fact that the tuning of the rejector circuit is quite sharp points to the correctness
of this guess.

The variable condensers C1 and C2 have .00035 mf. capacities.  The inductances for
the rejector are wound on 2 1/4-inch tubing.  L3 and L4 are tapped coils with switches
which vary the number of turns from 6 to 25, taps being brought out at the sixth, twelfth,
and eighteenth turns.  Wound on the same tube as L3 is L1, which has 65 turns of No. 22
S.C.C wire.

A similar coil of 65 turns is wound on the same form as L4.  The coupling between L1
and L3 and between L2 and L4 is in no way critical, and separation of the windings by about
half an inch should be about correct.  L5 and L6 are coils of about 20 turns on the same tube
coupled by about one half-inch.
See schematic diagram on next page.



Schematic diagram of the very interesting wave-trap invented by a German radio engineer.

The digital scan of this small schematic was very good.  Here are some of my guesses:
1.  "SA" means "short antenna", usually a wire of less than 50 ft length.
2.  "LA" means "long antenna", a wire longer than 50ft.
3.  Coils are drawn with phasing lined up.
4.  L5 and L6 are wound on the same form, and the bottom of each coil is the same phase.  This
is why L5 sort of looks to be upside down.  It isn't upside down; it is phase aligned with L6.
5.  Dashed lines are electrical shielding.  This design requires excellent shielding.

Two resonators are used here.  The first is L1-L3 and the second is L2-L4.  Antenna signal
is loosely coupled to both resonators through L3 and L4.  There is some interaction between the
resonators from this coupling.  Interaction might be minimal however.

The triode tube is a buffer with one side of the filament grounded or returned to B- or
negative-biased with a C battery sharing a common B-.  Resonator L1 is not loaded by the tube.
Phase inversion in the tube is reversed by the phasing of L5 relative to L6.  Resistor "R" regulates
output signal amplitude getting to  L5.  Resonator L2 loading is adjustable to vary the Q and the
degree of interaction with the tube output.  There are a lot of adjustments in this circuit!

C1 tunes L1 slightly above signal frequency.  C2 tunes L2 slightly below signal frequency.
Coupling is adjusted so the two signals are exactly the same amplitude, so the signals cancel in
L6.  The rest of the AM band (limited by bandwidth of L2) goes through L6 to the receiver set.
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